1999 lincoln navigator

Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Navigator. Overview Overview
Most Popular. Starting MSRP. Compare dealer offers. Drivetrain Drivetrain on demand 4WD yes
automatic locking hubs yes Transmission speed shiftable automatic Drive type Four wheel drive
descent control yes electronic single-speed yes. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft
rpm Base engine size 3. Power Feature Power Feature hands-free entry yes 4 one-touch power
windows yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation clock yes compass yes
external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes. Front Seat Dimensions
Front Seat Dimensions 18 -way power passenger seat yes bucket front seats yes height
adjustable passenger seat yes premium leather yes 18 -way power driver seat yes multi-level
heating driver seat yes Front leg room Passenger seat with power adjustable lumbar support
yes driver seat thigh extension yes Front hip room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder
room Dimensions Dimensions Maximum cargo capacity Angle of departure Maximum towing
capacity lbs. Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Ground clearance 9. Angle of
approach Wheel base Width Sponsored cars related to the Navigator. Suspension Suspension
four-wheel independent suspension yes Front and rear stabilizer bar yes. Warranty Warranty
Basic 4 yr. Drivetrain 6 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside Unlimited yr. Inventory Compare dealer offers.
Sign Up. Dark Slate, premium leather Russet, premium leather Cappuccino, premium leather
Ebony, premium leather. Lincoln's multi-year reinvention is in full swing. As the American
luxury brand abandons the alphanumeric naming schemes popularized by German luxury
marques, it's leaned hard into its heritage of quiet luxury without sporting intention. The new
Aviator and Navigatorâ€”especially Black Label variantsâ€”will make old-school and
new-school Lincoln fans proud. A Revel sound system, way adjustable seats with a massage
function, and three engine options give the Continental a chance to catch the attention of
buyers from Acura , Volvo , and other brands. Popular : The three-row Aviator and Corsair top
the sales charts for Lincoln, with an impressive showing by the flagship Navigator. Watch
Originals. Join MotorTrend. Why isn't every vehicle rated? We aim to test and rank as many
vehicles as possible, once they're released. As we periodically update our rankings, we'll rank
new models and may adjust existing scores, too. But we don't score vehicles with insufficient
testing data. Lincoln Top Ranked Vehicles 3. Lincoln SUVs 4. Lincoln Sedans 2. Not Rated.
Lincoln Hybrids 2. Lincoln Discontinued Models 8. Show More. Search by Make. As Cadillac and
Lincoln both take strides toward regaining the respect of luxury-car buyers everywhere, we're
revisiting this story from April â€”it's a feature you'll only find at MotorTrend. Sixty years ago,
Detroit was one of the richest cities in America. The largesse was on display in its magnificent
theaters, the mansions of auto-industry czars, and the foot-long luxury sedans cruising
Woodward Avenue, many bearing the Cadillac crest or the Lincoln cross. Racial discord led to
the riots and accelerated the "white flight" movement of citizens and businesses from
downtown to the suburbs as auto jobs also moved further afield. Detroit was never the same,
and its decline culminated in bankruptcy in For much of the past two decades, Detroit has been
best known for "ruin porn" videos of its disintegrating city center. The same holds true for
Detroit's iconic luxury brands. There was a time when Cadillac and Lincoln were American
status symbols. People pointed when they rolled by. Cadillac sales hit , in , and Lincoln was the
best-selling luxury brand in with annual sales of , Once mighty, both suffered precipitous falls
as the brands fell victim to cost-cutting, platform commoditization with mainstream parts, and
general product planning malaise. Luxury shoppers opted instead for German and Japanese
luxury vehicles. Tesla, the electric startup, became a new symbol of American aspiration. They
know they starved their brands of the resources and the resolve needed to sustain a portfolio of
distinct, world-class products. But like the Motor City where they were founded, Cadillac and
Lincoln are trying to rebuild and find some of their former glory. Currently, Lincoln is the
challenger brand, with U. Is it possible for either to once again define the soul of American
luxury? Both automakers need success. Success is imperative, especially when considering the
massive, all-important Chinese market. If I had a dime for every time a GM or Ford executive
promised the resurgence of their luxury brands, I'd be able to afford an Escalade and a
Navigator. The latest renewal vows date back to when each brand had a new man and a new
planâ€”with very different cadences. It's a little like the famous race between the tortoise and
the hare, where the prize is long-term profitability. Cadillac is the hare. Johan de Nysschen was
appointed president of Cadillac in the summer of The fast-moving, fast-talking de Nysschen had
an ambitious product plan and oversaw the previously planned move in to new headquarters in
New York, aptly named Cadillac House. With the blast of the starter's pistol, the hare took off at
a fast pace, rarely looking back. Cadillac would add a number of crossovers, entry and top-end
sedans, coupes, convertibles, and of course a redesign of the vaunted Escalade. Ford put
engineer Kumar Galhotra in charge of Lincoln, and he overhauled the brand at a tortoise pace
by doling out one new vehicle a year over a four-year span, starting with the MKZ. As impatient

shoppers sighed, Galhotra announced plans to add two more vehiclesâ€”but skeptics still
feared Lincoln would continue to be starved for resources. In the past, Lincolns were little more
than rebadged, pricier Fords that quickly fell off affluent buyers' consideration lists. Galhotra
was as careful and deliberate as the cadence of his plan. It was a long way to the finish line. His
one regret today: He wishes Lincoln had redone the Navigator before the Continental. After
years of milquetoast offerings, Lincoln had a brand awareness deficit. The Continental paved
the way, but the Navigator made people take notice of the new Lincoln. While Lincoln plodded
along, awaiting the platforms, powertrains, and designs it needed for a legitimate product
renaissance, Cadillac suffered setbacks. The runaway hare was back within sight. A flagship
Cadillac sedan above the CT6 was dropped, along with dreams of more coupes and
convertibles. But crossovers to take their place were slow to arrive and lackluster upon arrival.
De Nysschen was losing battles in the boardroom on the product front, as well as in his desire
to make the brand independent financially. In April came the announcement that de Nysschen
was out. But before that, Carlisle had worked in global product planning. That meant he was
among the architects of Cadillac's future now present product line. Obviously, "it would be a
little inconsistent for me to say all that was crap," he said. GM's brass ordered Cadillac back to
Detroit. Rather than report directly to CEO Mary Barra, Carlisle reports to product chief Mark
Reuss in an effort to regain product focus and prepare for a flurry of launches and a foray into
electric vehicles. Over at Lincoln, Galhotra was promoted in March to head Ford North America
with the sudden departure of Raj Nair over findings of inappropriate behavior. Joy Falotico, a
longtime Ford Motor Credit executive, was tapped to take over Lincoln while also running
marketing for Ford. She assumed command at a pivotal time. The lineup has been overhauled
with a series of gorgeously styled SUVs with impressive performance. As the new Aviator and
Corsair crossovers arrive to hit the meat of the market, "This year's gonna be a milestone,"
Falotico said. Carlisle said Cadillac's refined product plan in place at the end of de Nysschen's
tenure remains "virtually percent intact. Carlisle is calm and soft-spoken, but his every word is
measured. He's not a jump up and down kind of guy. While peers knew when de Nysschen was
angry, Carlisle has to tell people when he's energized. Carlisle is pumped that Cadillac will lead
GM into an all-electric future. No hybrids as a way station. Cadillacs will either be combustion
engine or pure electricâ€”nothing in between. And they will come fast and furious after Some
will be new nameplates, and some will be electric versions of existing models. Lincoln is
similarly being positioned as the electric leader for Ford. It dovetails with the intent to equate
Lincoln with quiet luxury. Ford's new BEV electric vehicle platform will give birth to an electric
crossover in for the Ford brand, as well as an electric Lincoln. We don't know which will arrive
first. That includes the XT6 crossover going on sale now, followed by the new CT5 sedan later
this year and the smaller CT4 sedan. Both sedans will have a V-Series performance variant. But
the main event will be the first look at the Escalade later this year: a vehicle that cannot be
ignored and keeps Cadillac visible. Even with its age, the brand sold almost 37, of the big boys
last year compared with fewer than 18, new Navigators. The CT6 will continue to be produced at
the Detroit-Hamtramck plant through January â€”or longerâ€”and the expectation is it will find a
new home at the Lansing Grand River plant when the Hamtramck plant closes. Although a
flagship sedan above it was dropped, the CT6 got a midcycle refresh and added the CT6-V with
the Blackwing hp 4. The first CT6-Vs sold out in two hours, but Carlisle said he held a few back,
so an undetermined number more will become available. All future sedans could get V-Series
upgrades, but crossovers will be determined on a case-by-case basis. Super Cruise hands-free
driving technology will roll out to future vehicles starting in In most cases, it will be added in the
second or third model year. That includes Escalade, which won't have Super Cruise next year at
launch. Lincoln's conservative plan follows the trends, which means utility vehicles and more
electrification. Now that the whole lineup has been redone, models will be refreshed and add
advanced powertrains, such as the first plug-in hybrid for the Aviator. Performance sedans
must also be maintained, especially for China, where car sales continue to grow. That means
the Continental will remain in the lineup despite plummeting U. The Continental 80th
Anniversary Edition with coach doors sold out its limited run of 80 vehicles in 48 hours. That
prompted the decision to add a model with "substantially" more production. The coach-door
variant could also be sold in China. Don't expect a sports car from Lincoln. From her years at
Ford Credit, Falotico knows the importance of maintaining strong residual values as luxury
vehicles age. She is working to increase retail sales while holding the line on incentives and
cutting the number of company cars and fleet sales. In other words, Lincoln is OK with being a
smaller-volume player. Keeping volumes lower allows the brand to also focus on concierge-like
service for its customers. She won't be rushed. It means more profitable. Part of the excitement
around a Cadillac revival was the promise of dedicated rear-wheel-drive platforms to go with the
edgy design that started with the Evoq concept car. But Cadillac is doing more platform sharing

with other GM brands now, and that means more front-drive-based crossovers. Lincoln was
criticized in the past for sharing front-wheel-drive platforms with its Ford counterparts. But the
new Aviator is the first to use Ford's new rear-drive architecture, which could be used for future
products such as a next-generation Continental. And Lincoln is leading in design, especially
with its interiors, whereas Cadillac has lagged behind with plasticky touchpoints and too many
shared visuals with mainstream GM vehicles. If a head-to-head of the new three-row SUVs is a
critical part of the race, then Lincoln is gaining ground. The XT6 is front-drive and has a 3.
Style-wise, you could easily lose it in a mall parking lot. The Aviator is rear-drive, offers a
plug-in hybrid with an impressive horsepower and lb-ft of torque, and is stunning to look at
inside and out. But don't count Cadillac out just yet. The brand is building a more aggressive
and sporty lineup, veering from its traditional positioning to a more crowded space where
German carmakers have a stranglehold. Lincoln also sees an opening. Luxury buyers of all
ages want comfort. Both brands adopted new alphanumeric names under past bosses. At
Cadillac, de Nysschen renamed the lineup: cars start with CT, crossovers with XT, followed by a
number denoting size. Carlisle is keeping it. Shoppers find the numbers helpful, evidently.
Lincoln also went alphanumeric for a number of years but has reversed course and is slowly
replacing the confusing alphabet soup with real names with a nautical theme: Navigator ,
Aviator, Nautilus, and Corsair. As far as exports, both brands have abandoned any aspirations
for Europe and are laser-focused on China. It is now Cadillac's biggest market, resulting in the
addition of a new plant in Shanghai. Lincoln is still in its infancy there. It sold its first car there
in but now has dealers and will add the Aviator to its lineup later this year. Lincoln will build its
first vehicles in China later this year, as well, starting with an SUV, to be followed by a second
model next year and a third in Lincoln has learned it needs to update vehicles more frequently
for China; the updates can be technology upgrades, adding more electrification, or introducing
a special edition. With so many new products still to come from both Lincoln and Cadillac, this
race is far from over. But if they can regain some of their former glory, both win. Close Ad.
Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Are the two brands fundamentally different? Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. The Lincoln Navigator has been one of our favorite large luxury
SUVs ever since its redesign in Offering a luxurious interior, excellent passenger comfort, many
upmarket features and a monstrous 8,pound maximum towing capacity, the Navigator can do
just about anything you ask of it, and do it in style. Then there's the Navigator's longtime rival,
the Escalade. Redesigned for , the Escalade boasts improved comfort and new technology
features. With the revamp, these two domestic luxury utes are more closely matched than
they've been in a while. What should you choose? Read our Expert Review to learn more about
the Navigator and get our in-depth evaluation. Each is powered by a turbocharged 3. All
Navigator trims can be had as long-wheelbase, or L, models. They add about 10 inches of
length, expanding passenger and cargo capacity and increasing fuel tank capacity from 23 to 27
gallons. Rear-wheel drive is standard, and all-wheel drive is optional on most models. The
exception is the regular-wheelbase Black Label, which comes standard with all-wheel drive.
Highlighted features include:. The Reserve trim level also unlocks two main option packages
both come standard on the Black Label trim :. Heavy-Duty Trailer Tow package Ensures
maximum towing capability and convenience with:. Be the first to write a review. NOTE: This
video is about the Lincoln Navigator, but since the Lincoln Navigator is part of the same
generation, our earlier analysis still applies. It's luxurious, modern and massive. Besides hitting
the mark in regard to luxury, it also has some smart features and is surprisingly easy to drive.
And our Edmunds editor's choice for delivers with panache. It's the Lincoln Navigator. Its
styling is uniquely American and a standout. The interior is elegant, functional, and packed with
clever storage solutions. The available speaker sound system is a masterpiece. And there's lots
of other useful tech which help create a fantastic in-cabin experience. They're heated and
ventilated. And they'll even give you a massage. Their positioning is just right so you don't end
up with your knees around your neck. There's enough space inside for seven or eight full-size
adults. And if that's not enough, there's a long version available, too. The turbocharged V6 has
plenty of power for towing yet returns decent fuel economy. But it's brilliantly well-rounded.
That's why it's our favorite luxury rig for families. After a much-needed full redesign, the
Escalade is looking to reclaim its top spot as the ultimate American luxury vehicle. The new
model has a much better ride, a tech-forward interior and more passenger room. We still prefer
the Navigator for its higher-quality interior and more powerful engine, but the Cadillac has
definitely caught up. It's impeccably built and offers a truly relaxing driving experience â€”
indeed, the GLS is hard to match, even if it only has the six-cylinder engine. For its part, the
Navigator counters with a more spacious third row and the option of an extended wheelbase
and a superior tow rating. But while the Range Rover is just getting started at that price, the
Lincoln comes in fully equipped. It also rides better, is more powerful and offers a better, more

functional interior than the Range Rover. The Range Rover does boast legendary off-road
capabilities but otherwise struggles to defend itself in this comparison. Consumer ratings and
reviews are also available for the Lincoln Navigator and all its trim types. Edmunds consumer
reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other
drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including
performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available
as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the
Navigator. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the
Lincoln Navigator and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews
and recommendations for the Navigator featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Lincoln Navigator. Edmunds has deep data on over
6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Lincoln Lincoln Navigator. Photos Select year - New - New.
Other years. Pros Lots of cargo room in both the standard and extended-length versions
Easy-to-use tech interface Strong turbocharged V6 has plenty of power for towing Long list of
optional safety equipment Cons Limited off-road capability Too large for some garages What's
new A new Special Edition package adds blacked-out exterior trim elements Part of the fourth
Navigator generation introduced for Overall, we think highly of the Navigator. A horsepower
engine and speed transmission provide athletic speed, while cabin accommodations are at
first-class standards. This is Lincoln at its new best. Considering the size and weight of the
Navigator, it's surprisingly good at providing strong performance and stress-free driving. The
engine is quick and responsive, the steering is low-effort, and body roll is kept in check when
you go around turns. The V6 is plenty strong and gets you up to speed in a hurry. Our test
Navigator covered mph in just 6. That's moving! Large vehicles tend to nose-dive or squirm
around when you jam on the brakes suddenly, and the Navigator is no exception. That said,
braking performance is perfectly adequate for the class. The Navigator also feels composed
around town and even on tight roads. We wouldn't go so far as to call it sporty. But for the
amount of comfort it provides, it's not the clumsy behemoth you'd expect it to be. Wind and
road noise is pretty minimal, and only a small amount of ambient noise sneaks through. The
suspension is great at softening sharp bumps or pavement changes. But on continuously
undulating surfaces, there can be a lot of body movement, which borders on uncomfortable.
The front seats have a huge number of adjustments, more than really seem necessary. It takes a
while to find a setting you like. But once you do, you'll be sublimely comfortable. The seat
heaters and coolers are effective too. The Navigator's interior is huge. The large doors,
well-placed grab handles and retractable step rails make getting in and out a breeze, while the
second row's ability to tilt and slide allows excellent access to the third row. Adjustable pedals
and a tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel extend the range of driver comfort. A lot of controls
require some time to become familiar with, but ultimately they're easy to use. Visibility is decent
for a vehicle this size, but there are still blind spots, mainly at the front due to chunky
windshield pillars. Cameras help you maneuver in tight spaces, with the degree camera system

particularly helpful. The Navigator embraces the latest technology, with an excellent
infotainment interface, superb sound-system quality, comprehensive driving aids and ample
device-charging options. We were impressed with the easily configurable, immersive
experience offered by the speaker Revel stereo in our test vehicle. A number of driving aids are
included as standard equipment including blind-spot detection, lane keeping assist, and
forward collision detection with automatic emergency braking. Adaptive cruise control is one of
the optional aids. It's well tuned and worth getting if you spend a lot of time in traffic. If it's
space you want, it's what you'll get, even without the extended-wheelbase Navigator L model.
There's All the rear seats fold flat electronically. The second-row center console sits higher than
the seat bottoms, though, which prevents a fully flat load area. There is also an abundance of
in-cabin storage for everyone's personal effects, with tons of cubbies of varying sizes and a
deep console bin. Need to tow something? A properly equipped Navigator can manage up to 8,
pounds 8, pounds if you get the 4WD. This is one of the highest capacities in the large luxury
SUV class. But we averaged We saw low figures as well when doing mostly city driving, so we
think the EPA figures are likely mildly optimistic for real-world driving. The Navigator looks and
feels like it's worth the money, especially from the inside. Design has brought Lincoln a long
way. The floating center console, touchscreen arrangement and wrapped dash elevate the
Navigator's appeal to new heights. And when compared to others in the segment, the Navigator
stands out as a smart choice overall. Considering what you get for the money, the Navigator
undercuts the competition. The Navigator is the first vehicle in a long time that's made us
excited about the Lincoln brand. It's awesome on many levels. It's comfy, quick and surprisingly
stylish. It's not sporty, but no one is really expecting vehicles of this size to be. There's road
presence without being overly garish. The base Navigator is hard to pass up, but we think a
handful of features on the Reserve make it worth the extra money. For example, the
surround-view parking camera system and adaptive cruise control are very useful add-ons.
There's also a giant panoramic sunroof standard on this trim level. You'll also need to opt for
the Reserve if you want to unlock the Navigator's maximum towing capacity via the Heavy-Duty
Trailer Tow package. Read more. Find savings on the Navigator for sale near you. ZIP Code. See
Pricing. See all Navigator lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the Navigator. Trending topics
in reviews. Check your price quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get started
Already have a dealer quote? MyKey Allows owners to specify speed limits and stereo volume
limits for secondary drivers think: teenagers and valets. Adaptive Cruise Control Adaptive
cruise control follows at a set distance, and collision mitigation can bring the car to a complete
stop in emergencies. Lincoln Navigator vs. Cadillac Escalade After a much-needed full redesign,
the Escalade is looking to reclaim its top spot as the ultimate American luxury vehicle. People
who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews. The Edmunds experts tested the
Navigator both on the road and at the track, giving it a 8. You probably care about Lincoln
Navigator fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Navigator gets an EPA-estimated 17
mpg to 18 mpg, depending on the configuration. What about cargo capacity? When you're
thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that carrying capacity for the
Navigator ranges from And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether
the Lincoln Navigator is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from
real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Navigator. Look for specific complaints that
keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Navigator's average consumer
rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the
Lincoln Navigator is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the Navigator and gave
it a 8. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors
in determining whether the Navigator is a good car for you. If you're interested in the Lincoln
Navigator, the next question is, which Navigator model is right for you? What do people think of
the Lincoln Navigator? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust
series of ratings and reviews for the Lincoln Navigator and all model years in our database. Our
Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car
reviewers. What's a good price for a New Lincoln Navigator? Which Lincoln Navigators are
available in my area? Can't find a new Lincoln Navigators you want in your area? Consider a
broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Lincoln Navigator? Check out
Lincoln lease specials. Sign Up. Our verdict. How does the Navigator drive? How comfortable is
the Navigator? How economical is the Navigator? Is the Navigator a good value? The purchaser
or prospective purchaser should verify with the Seller the accuracy of all the information listed
within this ad. Skip to main content. Add to Watchlist. Bidding has ended on this item. Ships to:.
This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount
includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information,

see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Buyer is
responsible for vehicle pickup or shipping. Visit store. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist
Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Jan 15, PST. Will ship to Ukraine. Read item description
or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Seller's other items. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. Giovanna Riggers. Vehicle Information. If you are bidding on this
vehicle, please watch the auction closely. We monitor suspected spam accounts and cancel the
bids. If you are placing a bid you will be expected to honor your most recent entry or be blocked
for not picking up your vehicle at the end of the auction. All auctions are subject to a buyers fee
as follows:. This Navigator is equipped with a 5. The odometer does not function, therefore the
true mileage is unknown. It appears to have all the standard equipment for this trim level. The
exterior is black in color and has black leather interior. Please see photos for more detailed
description of the vehicle and its overall condition. If we have had the opportunity to road test
the vehicle, please understand that it has been done so, in a limited capacity and not at highway
speeds. If you have questions or concerns, please contact us before bidding. If you see any
parts missing in the photos or videos, for example a stereo or speakers or a hub-cap, don't
assume they are included in the sale. Call or Email Us. We reserve the right to end the auction
early at anytime for any reason. The vehicle is sold as is and will not be parted out! All sales are
final and there will be no refunds once the vehicle leaves our facility. Please do not bid and win
an item with the intent of inspecting after auction end. Recently, winners have been giving too
many excuses with delayed payment or no-show buyers. Buyers are required to pay the sales
tax on the winning bid amount to their respective county and state they reside in. You will also
be required to pay the registration transfer fees and any back due registration fees what ever
they may be. Payment Terms. Please bid accordingly. We can be reached by telephone or email.
Please email us with your telephone number so we can reach you. Bank cash deposit. Bank
Wire Transfer. Cashier's Check vehicle will not be released until payment is fully cleared. Cash
in Person. Debit Cards in person. Credit Cards in person and under All taxes, fees, and
penalties due to the DMV, are the responsibility of the buyer. Pickup must occur within THREE 3
days of the end of the auction, unless other arrangements are made with us. If you are a
California Resident intending to register this vehicle in the State of California, AND not a Dealer,
then we will provide you with either a certificate of compliance or certificate of non-compliance
along with the sale. Since many of our buyers are from out of state, we will need email
notification from you at least one business day prior to pickup to facilitate the test. We make no
guarantees as to the vehicle passing or failing an emission test. The California Vehicle Code
CVC b 2 issued in accordance with section of the Health and Safety Code, states that buyers
can be presented with a certificate of compliance or a certificate of non-compliance that has
been issued within 90 days before or at the time of sale. This will allow buyers to pay the
registration fees and tax then transfer the car into their name at the DMV and provides them
with 90 days of temporary registration from the time the certificate of non-compliance was
issued for the vehicle, thus allowing the buyer time to repair the vehicle and bring it into smog
conformity. This motor vehicle is being sold AS-IS, with all faults, including but not limited to
those described herein, as well as any other faults or defects, whether or not presently known
or discoverable with or without inspection and operation of the vehicle. Should the motor
vehicle be found defective following its purchase, the buyer is fully responsible for any and all
servicing and repair expenses. Just Donated Inc. Your bid is a legal binding contract. Failure to
complete the transaction will result in a complaint being filed with eBay. We do not allow test
drives. Once the vehicle leaves the premises, we are not responsible and there will be no
refunds. By placing a bid, the bidder is acknowledging that he or she has read and understands
the terms of the listing, and thereby agrees. Options and Standard Features. Basic Information.
View Map. Placing a Bid: Your bid constitutes a legally binding contract to purchase this
vehicle. Please do not bid if you're not seriously interested or financially able to purchase this
vehicle. Please read eBay's User Agreement JustDonated reserves the right to, Obtain and
verify the registered information of all users who bid on this auction. Cancel any and all bids at
our discretion, or end the auction early if necessary. Bidders Age: You must be 18 years of age
or older to Bid. Special eBay Bid Retraction Rules: Please read eBay's "Retracting a Bid" If you
place a bid before the last hour period of the auction: You may retract that bid before that last
hour period but only for exceptional circumstances. You will not be allowed to retract that bid
during the last hour period of the auction. If you place a bid during the last hour period of the
auction: You will be allowed to retract the bid for exceptional circumstances but only if you do
so within one hour after placing the bid. Buyers Inspection: JustDonated has done our best to
disclose all information known about this vehicle for auction. JustDonated welcomes a buyers
inspection. If you plan to have a buyers inspection, please make sure you inspect the vehicle
prior to the auction ending. Inspection fees if any are Buyers responsibility. Representations

and Warranties made by seller: This vehicle is being sold "as is". Manufacturer's warranties
may still apply. Extended warranty may be available, e-mail or phone Giovanna at for details. No
representations or warranties are made by seller, nor are any representations or warranties
relied upon by bidders in making bids. Taxes and Registration fees: Out of state buyers are
responsible for all state, county, city taxes and fees, as well as title service fees in the state that
the vehicle will be registered. All taxes and fees must be paid in full in order for vehicle to be
titled and registered. Title Information : Vehicles titles may be held by banks or lenders as
collateral for loans. In many cases there is a delay in receiving the original instruments up to 21
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Lincoln formally the Lincoln Motor Company is the luxury vehicle division of American
automobile manufacturer Ford. Marketed among the top luxury vehicle brands in the United
States for nearly its entire existence, Lincoln has competed closely against its General Motors
counterpart Cadillac. The division has the distinction of establishing the personal luxury car
segment with the Lincoln Continental ; more recently, the Lincoln Navigator was the first
full-size luxury SUV. Lincoln Motor Company was founded in by Henry M. Leland , naming it
after Abraham Lincoln. In February , the company was acquired by Ford, [5] [6] its parent
company to this day. At the end of , Lincoln reverted to its original name, Lincoln Motor
Company. Originally founded as a freestanding division above Lincoln, Continental was
integrated within Lincoln in For , the Continental-branded Mark series was marketed through
Lincoln, adopting the Lincoln name for The Lincoln four-point star emblem is derived from a
badge introduced on the Continental Mark II ; the current version was introduced in The current
product range of Lincoln consists of luxury sedans, crossovers, and sport-utility vehicles.
Throughout its entire existence, Lincoln has also produced vehicles for limousine and livery
use; several examples have served as official state limousines for Presidents of the United
States. In , Lincoln sold , vehicles globally. Among the founders of Cadillac , Leland had sold
the company to General Motors in ; staying on as an executive, he left in over a dispute with GM
President William Durant regarding war production. Lincoln Motor Company acted as final
assembly point for the engines, with the company securing parts from other manufacturers;
cylinders were produced by Ford, with other parts were sourced from Buick , Cadillac , Marmon
, and Packard. In total, Lincoln Motor Company would assemble 6, Liberty V12 engines with the
end of World War I concluding production; by the end of the war, Lincoln would employ 6,
workers. On January 26, , Lincoln Motor Company was reorganized as an automobile
manufacturer, retooling its Detroit factory to produce automobiles. Lincoln Motor Company had
struggled with the transition from military to automobile production, with some customers
having to wait nearly a year for their vehicles to be completed from the time of purchase. In , a
group of investors led by Leland [14] : 52â€”57 forced Henry Ford from his second company,

the Henry Ford Company ; the company was reorganized as Cadillac deriving its name from the
founder of Detroit. Following its organization in , General Motors began a rapid expansion of its
automotive brands; by , GM would outnumber Ford five to one. Within the first few months,
relations between Ford Motor Company and Lincoln management began to break down; on
June 10, , the Lelands were forced to resign. As Edsel Ford began to take a larger role in the
management of Lincoln, multiple changes were made to both the Model L and its production.
The Lincoln factory was redesigned and expanded to nearly 1,, square feet , with the
components of the engine upgraded for increased reliability and performance. At its
introduction, the Lincoln Model L gained a reputation for conservative to the point of outdated
design. After struggling to deliver cars before , Lincoln was operating at a profit by the end of In
, a Lincoln Model L became the first state limousine used by a U. President on an official basis,
supplied for Calvin Coolidge. By , Lincoln had succeeded in only a decade in what its chief
competitors had taken 30 years to accomplish. During the production of the Model L, Lincoln
did not adopt the common American automotive industry practice of yearly model changes.
While the company had made minor revisions and upgrades to the model line to the chassis
and powertrain, the body was largely left alone over its year production. Lincoln found that
customer interest was accommodated by the purchase of multiple Lincolns or other luxury
vehicles in different body styles; as many Lincolns were custom-bodied from the factory or
coachbuilt, yearly styling changes would not properly accommodate its customer base. An
all-new design on a longer, lower chassis , [9] the Model K introduced upgrades to the
carburetor, brakes, and suspension. For , Lincoln introduced its first "multi-cylinder" engine,
introducing a V12 engine for the Model K. The next year, the V8 was retired, making Lincoln the
first manufacturer in the world to produce vehicles exclusively with V12 engines. For , Lincoln
was positioned upward in price. Largely overshadowed by the Lincoln-Zephyr, the final Model K
was assembled during To this day, the company has not developed a direct successor to the
model line. During the s, Lincoln expanded to two model lines for the first time. Coinciding with
the shift in market position for the Model K, Edsel Ford introduced the Lincoln-Zephyr as a
sub-marque within Lincoln for The Lincoln-Zephyr was the first Ford Motor Company vehicle to
utilize unibody construction; while designed with a prow-style front-fascia, the model line was
sleeker than the Chrysler Airflow. In contrast to its competitors, the Lincoln-Zephyr was
powered by a V12 engine a design separate from the Model K. The model line was a success in
the marketplace, selling over 15, units in its first year, amounting to a nine-fold increase over
the previous model year.. In the late s, Edsel Ford began to consider American cars too boxy.
Gregorie to design a unique body design, using a Lincoln Zephyr Convertible Coupe chassis.
Upon his use of the one-off vehicle in Florida in , Edsel Ford attracted a high amount of interest
from potential buyers, often referring to its "European" or "Continental" exterior design. From
the latter term, the one-off vehicle became known as the Lincoln Continental. For production,
vehicles were produced, with the first vehicle received by Mickey Rooney. Following the Great
Depression, a number of American luxury car manufacturers were either forced into closure or
reorganization; by , alongside Lincoln, the American luxury-car segment largely consisted of
Cadillac who ended production of the LaSalle and V16 in , the Chrysler Imperial reduced to
8-passenger sedans and limousines , and Packard. As part of the change, several changes were
made to the Lincoln model line. Following the positive feedback of the Lincoln Continental
one-off convertible built for Edsel Ford, the Lincoln Continental was introduced as a
Lincoln-Zephyr production model for For , Lincoln revised its branding; the hyphen was
removed from Lincoln-Zephyr, making it a Lincoln. Following the development of proper tooling,
the Lincoln Continental began production on the assembly line, replacing hand-built
construction. Following the conclusion of the war in , the structure of Lincoln within Ford
changed again, as the Lincoln-Mercury Division was created, pairing Mercury and Lincoln
together; from to the closure of Mercury, the two divisions were paired together within Ford. For
, Lincoln returned to production, ending the use of the Zephyr name. Code-named the H-series ,
non-Continental Lincolns were identified by their body style. Using slightly updated exteriors
from , the Lincolns continued the use of the Zephyr chassis. After 5, were produced as both a
Lincoln-Zephyr and Lincoln , Lincoln ended production of the Continental. For , all three Ford
Motor Company divisions debuted their first postwar designs. Sharing its body structure with
the Mercury Eight , the redesigned Lincoln model line code-named the EL-series marked the
first use of a V8 in a Lincoln since An all-new V12 intended for Lincoln was stillborn in
development, leading the division to adapt a Ford flathead V8 from the Ford F-8 conventional
truck. As with the previous Lincoln Continental, the Lincoln dispensed with running boards
completely, moving on to abandon pontoon styling entirely, with a straight fender line and low
hood line from headlamp to taillamp. In a carryover from Zephyr-based Lincolns, the Lincolns
retained rear-hinged passenger doors. As a flagship model of Lincoln, the Lincoln

Cosmopolitan was styled with its own rear roofline. As Lincoln entered the s, Ford Motor
Company sought to increase the differentiation between the Mercury and Lincoln model lines.
For , to add interest to the brand, Lincoln returned to model names for the first time since , with
the Lincoln Cosmopolitan becoming the standard Lincoln model, with the Lincoln Capri
becoming the flagship model line. In a return to small pontoon rear fenders, Lincolns shared a
body with the Mercury Monterey. For the first time since the discontinuation of the Model K,
Lincolns were produced with front-hinged rear doors. For , the shared Lincoln-Mercury body
underwent a redesign for the final time, with Lincoln adopting elements from the Mercury XM
and Lincoln Futura concept cars. By the end of , Continental was integrated into Lincoln, and
Edsel was withdrawn. For the model year, Ford opened Wixom Assembly in Wixom, Michigan ,
as a facility to specialize in Lincoln production. From to , the facility produced Lincoln vehicles
nearly exclusively, along with the Ford GT and several generations of the Ford Thunderbird. At
its launch, Continental introduced the Continental Mark II as its model line, intended as a
successor to the â€” Lincoln Continental personal luxury car. Offered as a two-door hardtop
coupe, the Mark II broke from a number of American styling precedents of the time. While fitted
with whitewall tires, the exterior was fitted with minimal chrome trim on the body sides; tailfins
were left off of the body completely. In place of the bumper-mounted spare tire of the original
Lincoln Continental, the trunk lid of the Mark II showcased the design element, with a large
imitation spare tire bulge which fit over the actual spare tire inside the trunk. The Mark II was
largely hand-built, with extensive quality testing done to each engine and transmission before
leaving the factory. In place of establishing a separate sales and service network for
Continental, the Mark II was marketed through Lincoln the Mark II used a Lincoln engine and
transmission. On July 18, , the Continental Division was integrated into Lincoln which continued
to manage the Continental brand as a separate marque. Adding a feature of the Mercury
Turnpike Cruiser , Continental adopted a retractable rear window across every body style
including convertibles with a reverse-slant rear roofline. In , the Continental marque was
formally brought to an end within Lincoln; for , the Mark V was brought to production as the
Lincoln Continental Mark V , ending the model cycle alongside the standard Lincoln model line.
In addition to Mercury sharing its bodies with the premium Edsels prior to the latter's demise ,
Lincoln and Continental adopted a common body structure, shifting to unibody construction.
With a inch wheelbase, the new platform would be among the largest vehicles ever built by Ford
Motor Company; they are the longest Lincolns ever built without 5 mph bumpers , a regulatory
mandate which went into effect in September For , Continental developed Town Car and
Limousine variants of the standard four-door sedan. In place of extending the wheelbase, the
reverse-slant roofline was replaced by a formal notchback configuration, allowing the rear seat
to be moved rearward several inches. Among the rarest Lincoln vehicles ever produced, the
Town Car and Limousines were only offered painted in black. Following the recession economy
of the late s a factor that would play into the demise of Edsel , Ford Motor Company was forced
to recoup the development costs of a vehicle platform that Lincoln shared with neither Ford nor
Mercury with the lone exception of the engine and transmission. For , Lincoln consolidated its
model lineup to a single model line, with the Lincoln Continental replacing the Lincoln Capri and
Lincoln Premiere; as the Continental marque was withdrawn, the Mark V saw no successor.
While only nominally lighter than the Lincoln, the Lincoln Continental adapted a far smaller
exterior footprint, shedding 15 inches in length and 8 inches of wheelbase. In an effort to
streamline production, only four-door body styles were produced, with the Continental
becoming the sole mass-produced four-door convertible sold in North America; to maximize
rear-seat egress, Lincoln returned to the use of rear suicide doors. In another requirement to
ensure its survival, the model cycle of Lincoln was extended from three years to nine years.
After the model year, Lincoln ended production of the Continental 4-door convertible. At 5,
pounds, [20] the Lincoln Continental Convertible is the heaviest non-limousine car ever
produced by Ford Motor Company; as of , it is the final factory-produced four-door convertible
sold in North America. During the s, Ford sought to develop a new flagship vehicle as a
successor for the Continental Mark II. While the Lincoln Continental served as a close
competitor to the Cadillac de Ville series and Chrysler Imperial, while Cadillac shifted the
Cadillac Eldorado to the personal luxury segment in , a segment that Ford exited in after the
withdrawal of the Continental Mark II. To control development and production costs, the Mark III
was offered only as a two-door hardtop derived from the chassis underpinnings of the four-door
Ford Thunderbird. While sharing many styling elements from Lincoln, the Continental Mark III
debuted many elements of its own, including hidden headlights and a redesigned trunk lid with
a simulated spare-tire indentation the actual spare tire laid flat in the front part of the trunk. It
mixed European and American luxury features with the most prominent being an upright
chrome grille that imitated the Rolls-Royce design as well as a centrally-mounted Cartier

electric clock on the dashboard. While the Continental Mark III would bring Lincoln into the
decade on a high note, for the American luxury car segment, the s would prove tumultuous.
Along with the introduction of federal safety regulations for American-market automobiles
which brought features such as 5-mph bumpers and the end of hardtop body styles , the fuel
crisis would play a significant role in the engineering of American automobiles, forcing Lincoln
to develop a compact-size sedan and redesign smaller full-size sedans for the s. As Chrysler
withdrew its Imperial brand after , Cadillac became the sole domestic competitor of Lincoln. For
the model year, Lincoln made good on its plan to commit to a nine-year design cycle, giving the
Continental its first complete redesign for the first time since During the s, while sales of the
Continental had remained relatively steady throughout its production, the engineering of luxury
cars had begun to change among its competitors; to increase design commonality and lower
production costs , Cadillac and Imperial shifted away from brand-specific platforms with the
latter adapting to shared bodyshells with Chrysler. For the redesign of the Lincoln model line,
the Continental grew in size. In another effort to maintain design consistency, the Continental
was produced through with only gradual updates. Along with the mandated addition of 5-mph
bumpers, in , the roofline was redesigned to visually differentiate the Continental from the
Mercury Marquis. The s saw the introduction of several naming traditions within Lincoln. For ,
the Town Car nameplate was revived on a permanent basis as a submodel of the Lincoln
Continental. Developed as a response to the popularity of the Cadillac Seville , Lincoln
introduced the Lincoln Versailles for the model year. Outsold by the Seville by a significant
margin, the Versailles was discontinued in early With a smaller design and engineering budget
than General Motors, Lincoln stylists were unable to give the Versailles the distinct body that
was given to the Cadillac Seville. Adopting many features from the â€” Mercury Grand Monarch
Ghia, the Lincoln Versailles was given a Continental -style "radiator" grille, quad rectangular
headlights the first Lincoln since with exposed headlights , and a Continental Mark -style trunk
lid with simulated spare tire bulge. The Versailles introduced two notable features to
American-market cars: halogen headlights and clearcoat paint. The Versailles was later
criticized for being one of the worst examples of badge engineering. While sharing a common
roofline with the Thunderbird, from the window line down, the Mark IV wore distinct exterior
sheet metal, with the return of a radiator-style grille, hidden headlights, and a redesigned
spare-tire trunk lid. To distinguish itself from the Lincoln Continental, the Continental Mark IV
wore full-height rear-wheel openings, precluding the use of fender skirts. For , the Continental
Mark IV debuted a new tradition, called the Designer Editions, which later spread to other
models in the Lincoln model range. Introduced as four special-edition models, each edition was
an option package with color, trim, and interior choices specified by notable fashion designers
Bill Blass , Cartier , Givenchy , and Pucci. The concept was successful and would continue on
other Lincolns until the end of the model year. At over 19 feet long, Mark V is one of the largest
"coupes" ever sold in North America. In what would become a design theme for Lincolns into
the s, the Mark V used sharp-edged exterior styling with a center radiator grille. While
introduced following the beginning of downsizing among American vehicles, the Continental
Mark V would go on to become the most successful of all the Mark series vehicles, with over ,
sold across three model years. As Lincoln entered the s, the American auto industry remained
in the " Malaise era ", struggling to balance fuel efficiency, emissions controls, and downsizing ;
the industry also found itself competing against European and Japanese manufacturers
entering segments once dominated by Ford, General Motors, and Chrysler. As a high point,
after a ten-year model cycle, the Lincoln Continental underwent a complete redesign
downsizing for the first time , becoming the lightest Lincoln since World War II. In contrast, the
Lincoln Versailles was withdrawn early in the model year. As a result, by the end of , Lincoln
was marketing three versions of one vehicle. As a response, Lincoln split its two product lines,
with the Continental becoming the Lincoln Town Car. After a short hiatus, for , the Lincoln
Continental shifted size into the mid-size segment using the Ford Fox platform. While Lincoln
would again compete against the Cadillac Seville and to a lesser extent, Mercedes-Benz , the
division completely erased any visual evidence of badge engineering. Initially planned for
withdrawal in the mids until stabilization of fuel prices mitigated fuel-economy concerns, the
Lincoln Town Car progressed through the decade largely unchanged. As its design began to
age, the model line began to increase in sales, as transitions of Cadillac to front-wheel drive and
further downsizing of its full-size model lines were poorly received by both buyers and
automotive industry critics. While the Town Car retained its traditional layout and large size, fuel
prices dropped to a contemporary new low at the time, and operating efficiency became less of
a concern to buyers than a decade prior. Lincoln introduced a series of advertisements in late
titled "The Valet" which depicted parking attendants having trouble distinguishing Cadillacs
from lesser Buicks Electras and Oldsmobiles Ninety-Eights , with the question "Is that a

Cadillac? What a Luxury Car Should Be. For , the Lincoln Continental underwent a second
redesign. Splitting from the Mark VII, the Continental became the first front-wheel drive Lincoln
and was based on an extended-wheelbase version of the Ford Taurus. The 3. The new
Continental was positioned against domestic rivals as well as marketed against European and
Japanese-produced luxury sedans. Following the debut of a driver-side airbag in the Ford
Tempo , the Lincoln Continental became the first domestic brand sedan sold in the United
States equipped with standard dual airbags. Originally slated to downsize the Mark series into
the mid-size segment adopting the chassis of the Ford Thunderbird , Ford instead chose an
intermediate step for the Mark VI, adopting the full-size Panther platform, with the model line
sharing much of its body with the Lincoln Continental. Alongside the traditional two-door coupe
sharing its inch wheelbase used by Ford and Mercury , a first-time four-door sedan joined the
Mark series using the inch wheelbase of Lincoln. Coinciding with its smaller footprint, the Mark
VI saw the standardization of fuel-injected V8 engines a first for the American auto industry and
the first overdrive 4-speed automatic transmission; along with computer control for the engine
itself, the instrument panel replaced analog instruments with digital displays introducing a trip
computer. Serving as the flagship of the Mark VI model line, the Signature Series trim was
introduced for ; serving as the successor for the Mark V Collector's Series, the Signature Series
included nearly every feature as standard equipment. In , the Signature Series trim was adopted
by the Lincoln Town Car in various forms, through its entire production and by the Lincoln
Continental for that year only. For , the series underwent a revision, moving the Cartier and
Givenchy Editions to the Town Car and Continental, respectively ; the Pucci Edition became
offered only as a sedan. In an extensive shift away from its Malaise-era predecessors, the Mark
VII placed a far greater emphasis on handling and performance capability though not to the
extent of a European grand-touring car , introducing four-wheel disc brakes with anti-lock
capability , four-wheel air suspension, and shared its 4. In contrast to its Mark V predecessor of
five years before, the Mark VII had shed 27 inches of length and over 1, pounds of curb weight.
Coinciding with its mechanical commonality to the Lincoln Continental, the Mark VII was offered
solely as a two-door coupe. For , the Mark VII adopted the Lincoln brand name in an effort to
end the branding confusion over the Mark series. By , Lincoln had exited the struggles of the s
and s on a positive note, but would enter the decade in a new battle. While the division had
effectively matched rival Cadillac in vehicle sales, Lincoln offered only three model lines in
place of the seven of Cadillac and the four of Mercedes-Benz. For , the Town Car underwent a
full redesign after following the traditional nine-year Lincoln model cycle. As the model line
represented over half of all Lincoln sales, [25] a redesign of the Town Car proved risky, but was
also mandated by passive-restraint requirements and fuel-economy improvements. Shedding
its sharp-edged exterior lines to allow for a far sleeker exterior, the Town Car adopted many
rounded styling elements from the Mark VII; traditional elements also returned, including a
formal rear roofline, radiator-style grille, chrome trim, and C-pillar quarter windows. To meet
federal requirements, Lincoln marked the debut of several safety features within Ford Motor
Company and within the American luxury segment. Following the introduction of the Mark VIII
see below , the Continental underwent a redesign for , introducing a new version of the Ford
Taurus chassis. The Lincoln model line underwent a significant transition for the model year.
Alongside a mid-cycle revision of the Continental, the Town Car underwent a complete redesign
of its body. The Lincoln Navigator see below made its debut as the first Lincoln SUV, as the
division fielded four model lines for the first time. Bolstered by the launch of the Navigator,
marked the first year Lincoln outranked Cadillac in vehicle sales by over 4, vehicles. The body
was streamlined further to modernize its exterior relegating the spare-tire decklid to vestigial
status. In massive contrast from its s predecessors, the Mark VIII was given a cockpit-style
interior, with all controls oriented towards the driver. Though positively received by both critics
and buyers, sales of mid-size luxury coupes were in overall decline during the s. Sharing no
common bodywork with the Expedition forward of the windshield, the Navigator shared several
design elements from the Town Car, including its use of body-color bumpers, chrome
license-plate surround the only chrome on the rear liftgate , and conservative use of chrome
primarily on the grille, door handles, and window trim ; in modified form, the grille was later
used on the later Lincoln LS and Lincoln Aviator. In an extended debut model year, the
Navigator became the second-most popular Lincoln vehicle behind the Town Car, selling 71,
examples. As the division entered the 21st century, Lincoln began a period of major transition.
In addition to ending production of the long-running Mark series, the Lincoln Navigator SUV had
entered production, nearly unchallenged by European and Japanese manufacturers. As buyers
of mid-size coupes in the luxury segments had shifted towards sports sedans, Lincoln
developed an entry for the segment in the place of the Mark VIII. Though the two vehicles
shared a common chassis and related powertrain, no body panels were common between the

two vehicles. The shortest Lincoln ever produced at the time, the LS was developed to compete
with European and Japanese-produced counterparts, in line with the Cadillac Catera. For ,
Lincoln introduced the Lincoln Blackwood , the first pickup truck produced by the brand and
the first Lincoln manufactured outside of Michigan since along with the Versailles. Derived from
the Ford F SuperCrew , the Blackwood was fitted with the front bodywork of the Lincoln
Navigator and a model-specific pickup bed with imitation wood exterior trim. In line with its
name, all examples were painted black. The Lincoln Blackwood met with poor reception, due to
its limited cargo capability its pickup bed was effectively a carpeted trunk and lack of four-wheel
drive, leading Lincoln to discontinue the model after a single year of production. Sharing the
body of the Ford Explorer with the Mercury Mountaineer , the Aviator adopted many styling
elements from the Navigator, with a nearly identical interior design. While priced higher than its
Mercury Mountaineer counterpart to avoid model overlap, the Aviator struggled to sell, as it
competed closely against the Navigator sold in the same showroom. After 52 years of
production, the Continental was discontinued for While still fitted with Lincoln Navigator
bodywork and interior trim, the Mark LT was fitted with a standard pickup bed; all-wheel drive
was available as an option. In what would be the smallest Lincoln sedan ever, the Zephyr was
derived from the Ford Fusion mid-size sedan. In an effort to distinguish itself from its Ford and
Mercury counterparts, the Lincoln Zephyr adapted styling elements from Lincoln vehicles of the
past, including a wide rectangular grille s and s Continentals , wraparound headlamps late s
Continentals , and a twin-pod dashboard early s Continental. In , as another part of The Way
Forward, Lincoln began a rebranding of its model line. As Ford considered the Lincoln Mark
series to have high nameplate recognition, Lincoln began to introduce similar "MK" branding
across the model lineup. Alongside the Lincoln Town Car, the Lincoln Navigator was not
included with the MK rebranding; for , it was redesigned alongside the Ford Expedition, marking
the debut of the extended-length Navigator L. For the last time, a Designer Series Lincoln was
produced, as Lincoln discontinued the trim on the Town Car after Derived from the MKR
concept, the MKS marked the production debut of the "split-wing" grille, a design element
similar to the s Lincoln Zephyr. As Lincoln entered the 21st century, the brand underwent a
major transition within the structure of Ford Motor Company. The same year, the management
of Lincoln-Mercury was shifted to the American headquarters of PAG, largely in an effort to
engineer and market more competitive vehicles for the brand. The integration of Lincoln into
PAG would lead to several product changes within the division. Following the debut of the LS
sports sedan, the Lincoln Continental was withdrawn in To avoid the model overlap that
plagued the division two decades before, Lincoln chose to focus production on the Lincoln
Town Car, one of the highest-profit vehicles of Ford Motor Company. In , Ford developed The
Way Forward restructuring plan in an effort to return to profitability. Among the seven vehicle
assembly facilities slated for closure, Wixom Assembly home to all Lincoln assembly since ,
with the exception of the Versailles, Navigator, Blackwood, and Mark LT was placed third, with
an announced June closure. After a shortened model year, the Lincoln LS ended production.
Initially slated for discontinuation after , production of the Lincoln Town Car was shifted to St. In
, all three vehicles ended production, coinciding with the closure of that facility. For the Lincoln
division, the beginning of the s introduced a number of structural changes. While Lincoln and
Mercury were spared by The Way Forward, in , Ford announced the closure of Mercury at the
end of the year, with the final Mercury vehicle produced on January 4, After 30 years of
production as a distinct model line and 41 years as a Lincoln nameplate , the Lincoln Town Car
ended its production run in , coinciding with the closure of St. Thomas Assembly in Ontario.
Along with chassis modifications for heavy-duty use, the MKT Town Car features modified rear
seating, with the third-row seat removed to create additional luggage space and second-row
seat legroom. To reflect the end of the Lincoln-Mercury division pairing from to , in December ,
the formal name of Lincoln was changed to The Lincoln Motor Company its name prior to As
part of the rebranding, for , the Lincoln model line underwent several design revisions, headed
by the release of the second-generation MKZ. Use of these trim names would eventually be
expanded to other Lincoln models. Since , Lincoln has enlisted Matthew McConaughey as a
brand spokesman; McConaughey has appeared in commercials for several Lincoln products in
the past six years. The Lincoln Navigator underwent an extensive revision, largely to preview
buyers of its redesign. Along with extensive exterior and interior updates, the Navigator
adopted the 3. Following the positive reception to a concept car of the same name, Lincoln
revived the Lincoln Continental nameplate for the model year after a year hiatus. The revived
model line introduced a new design language for Lincoln; shifting away from the split-wing
grille, the Continental introduced a recessed rectangular grille. The revived Continental marked
the debut of the Lincoln "Black Label" program for all Lincoln vehicles. As a flagship trim line,
Black Label vehicles feature specially coordinated exterior and interior design themes similar to

the Designer Editions of the Mark series , along with highly personalized customer service. For ,
after an eleven-year production run of its predecessor, Lincoln released the fourth generation of
the Navigator. Integrating the recessed rectangular grille of the Continental into its exterior, the
Navigator is distinguished from the Ford Expedition largely from its taillamps and its
blacked-out roof pillars sharing the "floating roof" design of the Ford Flex and Ford Explorer.
For , the retirement of the "MK" naming scheme was expanded, as the MKX underwent a
mid-cycle update, becoming the Lincoln Nautilus. For , the Lincoln model line underwent further
expansion, with the return of the Aviator mid-size SUV again a counterpart of the Ford Explorer ;
the revived Aviator offers the first hybrid-electric system in a Lincoln SUV. The long-wheelbase
coach-door Continental is now offered as a regular production model only in Black Label trim.
Lincoln vehicles are available in South Korea; most of the product line is sold but the Lincoln
Navigator has not been introduced to the country. Lincoln was marketed in Japan prior to ,
when Ford ended its operations in Japan. The Lincoln marque never existed in Australia and
New Zealand. Instead, the region was serviced entirely by locally designed and manufactured
cars, including luxury segment models, by Ford Australia. In the s and s, Hongqi produced a
license-built version of the Lincoln Town Car, based on knock-down kits imported from the
United States. Along with a standard-wheelbase sedan, three lengths of limousines were
produced, along with the Hongqi CA prototype. Ford of Europe does not market the Lincoln
brand. To compete against luxury-brand automobiles, the Italian coachbuilder Vignale acquired
by Ford in is marketed by Ford of Europe as a sub-brand as the highest trim of the Fiesta,
Focus, Mondeo, Kuga, Edge, and S-Max. Lincoln achieved its two best U. Since , Lincoln has
used a framed four-pointed star as its brand logo. Introduced on the Continental Mark II in , the
four-point star has undergone various modifications in appearance, but has remained nearly
unchanged since In , Lincoln adopted a greyhound as a hood ornament, used into the s. On the
front fascia, Lincoln adopted a coat of arms with a red cross. Following the war, Lincolns
adopted a rocket-style hood ornament until the adoption of the four-point star from the Mark II.
Although a luxury division, Lincoln has not been absent from motorsports. The Lincoln Mark
VIII was tested at Charlotte Motor Speedway in as a potential replacement for the discontinued
Ford Thunderbird , but the car was rejected by NASCAR due to a lack of wind tunnel testing and
not getting the serial numbers of the parts to ensure they were stock components, as well as
Ford not wanting to give Lincoln a racing image; Ford ultimately replaced the Thunderbird with
the Ford Taurus. During the 20th century, Lincoln produced several official state limousines for
Presidents of the United States , from Franklin D. Roosevelt to George H. Along with producing
the first purpose-built presidential limousine, Lincoln produced two of the first armored vehicles
for presidential use. As a result of its convertible top to allow the president to appear in crowds
without exiting the vehicle , the Lincoln adapted the name " Sunshine Special ". In , as a
response to the beginning of World War II, the Sunshine Special adapted armor plating and
bullet-proof glass; the retractable roof remained in use. Following the result of the security
upgrades, the Sunshine Special expanded to 9, pounds. After traveling across the United States
for the Roosevelt and Truman administrations, the Sunshine Special was retired in For ,
President Eisenhower ordered a removable Plexiglas roof fitted to the foot-long Cosmopolitan
convertible, with the vehicle adapting the "Bubble Top" nickname. Kennedy and Lyndon B.
Johnson once , with the "Bubble Top" retired in Code-named SSX , the Lincoln was an open car,
designed with a set of interchangeable tops, including a black formal-profile top, plexiglass roof
sections, and a stainless-steel targa top for the driver's compartment. In presidential parades
and motorcades, the limousine was often used as an open car to avoid stress on the cooling
system. In the open configuration, John F. Kennedy was assassinated in November
Distinguished by a shift from navy blue to black paint and the permanent fitment of a roof, SSX
underwent extensive security modifications, adding armor plating and bulletproof glass. Retired
from front-line service in , the limousine remained in service until , used by Presidents Johnson,
Richard M. Nixon, Gerald R. Ford, and Jimmy Carter. While again adopting the armor plating and
bulletproof glass and other security features of SSX, to allow the President to stand upright and
greet constituents from the motorcade, a sunroof was added to the vehicle above the rear
passenger compartment. Developed for the second term of the Nixon administration, in , the
Gerald Ford administration replaced the Continental with an armored Lincoln Continental
limousine. As a result of armor plating and security upgrades, the Continental was stretched to
22 feet in length, weighing nearly 13, pounds. In , the limousine rushed Gerald Ford away during
the assassination attempt against him from Sarah Jane Moore. While not directly hit by a bullet
from Hinckley, Reagan was wounded by a bullet that had struck the armor plating on the side of
the car, ricocheting off of the vehicle. In line with its Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham predecessor,
the roofline of the Town Car was raised several inches to accommodate for the thickness of
bulletproof glass while preserving outward visibility. To better handle the weight of armor

plating and security upgrades, the powertrain was upgraded to that of an F pickup truck,
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